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Tales from the Mac Room - a month (or
two) in the life of the CARTO-SOC
Listserv

As not all members of the Society are subscribers to CARTO-SOC,

it seemed a good idea to summarise some of the information that

has been communicated. The following is a summary of a typical

couple of month’s transactions. The questions and answers are not

credited to the contributors, but where contact details are deemed

appropriate to the answer they are included. As much as possible

direct advertising or blatant commercialism his been edited out of

these highlights. It is hoped that publishing this data will help

those not “wired” to keep in touch will developments that are noti-

fied through the CARTO-SOC listserv.

Q: What sort of large format colour plotter would you

recommend for plotting up to A0 size from Freehand

and Autocad using a Windows computer. It should be

postscript I guess. How much would it cost?

A: We are using a networked HP 750C DesignJet with post-
script card that is accessed by both Macs and purchase. This
machine is proving extremely reliable and is coping with up
to 30 A0 full colour posters per week. I would suggest that
its successors should be just as good.

A: We recently had a problem of printing out a MacOS
XPress document on a Windows-only networked De-
signJet. We opted to buy a Windows copy of XPress, but
have since bought a copy of Connectix DoubleTalk:
http://www.connectix.com/products/dt.html
DoubleTalk was considerably cheaper at around £75, and so
far are happy with it. Here’s what Connectix say about
DoubleTalk:
“DoubleTalk revolutionizes Mac-PC networking by en-
abling Power Mac users to connect to PC network servers
and printers from within the familiar Mac interface - not in
a Windows environment. No network reconfiguration is re-
quired - you can set up your own Mac and connect to a PC
network right away.”
DoubleTalk makes it easy for Mac users to:

¤ Access file servers

¤ Transfer files from shared Windows workstations

¤ Print to networked Windows PostScript printers

¤ Create a peer-to-peer network with Macs and PCs

DoubleTalk sets up quickly and easily in a familiar Mac en-
vironment. It automatically configures its network settings,

then lets you access network resources and services through
the Chooser. No network reconfiguration is required - all
setup takes place on individual desktops, with an automatic
setup assistant that walks users through each step.

A: The performance history of HP plotters in my office for
the last two years has been reasonably good. Two HP 3800s,
driven by Fiery interface, and networked via server to an ar-
ray of PCs and Macs - mechanically flawless performance
with high resolution imaging (500-600dpi). Moderate us-
age = 80-120 plots each, per month. Great images. Two
HP755CMs, on server net for medium (300dpi) resolution,
with occasional need of mechanical drive parts (sometimes
requiring 10 day wait), probably due to usage of 200-240
plots per month. Background: our plotting devices serve
200+ employees on several floors of one building.

A: I think most people would agree that the HP 750
DesignJet was a real workhorse: solidly built and reliable.
Based on the demand and trading of these older plotters, I’d
say that verifies what I already know from experience. I
also was very happy with the HP 650 ... but these are history.
The problem with the HP 2500 and HP 3500 (now 2800 and
3800) is speed: they are about twice as slow as the 650s and
750s ... but of course, they are 600 DPI output, not 300 DPI.
The 2500 is 36" paper roll, so that’s cutting the A0-size re-
quirement really close. If they ever have a need to go over
the A0-size (33.125" by 46.750"), they are going to be
stuck, panelling. The 3500/3800 is a 54" roll.

My HP 3500 was about $13,000 US, plus a bit more for
maxing out the memory ... and it looks like the HP 3800 is
about the same. Heavy paper about $80 US, semigloss and
glossy paper about twice as much, each bulk ink cartridge is
about $ 150 for each of CMYK ... that pigmented, UV resis-
tant; not the dye ink. I’ve been very happy after switching
from the HP inks, from dye to pigment. [You must use the
heavier paper with the pigmented inks … too much wrinkle,
otherwise]

Don’t know anything about the HP 5000 series. HP has
a less expensive 1000 series plotter that is much faster than
the 2800/3800.

Best HP comparison?:
http://www.pandi.hp.com/pandi/compare/largeformat.html

I know people that use the Encad NovaJet series, and
are quite happy with them:
http://www.encad.com/english/support/Printers/in-
dex.html

Any solution must consider media types, too. Paper or
plastic? The HPs have a good variety ... I’m not always
happy with 3rd party media products ... but so do NovaJets.
There are adhesive materials, too ... but I don’t know much
about them. Many of the HP support Postscript as input ...
otherwise, I would not recommend using graphic applica-
tions, and dumping the file via the Windows driver; unless
there is some plotting plug-in available.
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Q: We are currently using a DAT tape drive to back up

our Macs using Dantz Retrospect (about 15GB in total

and 2Gb each week). The DAT drive is coming to the end

of its life and we have noticed that a couple of cheaper,

faster and higher capacity alternatives have recently ap-

peared on the market.

Does anyone have any experience of either the

OnStream ADR or Ecrix VXA tape backup systems - or

any others around the £/$1000 price range?

A: For discussions of this subject, check the archives for the
Retrospect list at:
To subscribe: retro-talk-on@latchkey.com
To unsubscribe: retro-talk-off@latchkey.com
Archives: http://list.working-dogs.com/lists/retro-talk/
Search:
http://www.mail-archive.com/retro-talk%40latchkey.com
Ecrix currently has a no-risk 30-day trial offer (UK too?).
Check: http://vxa.com/

A: We switched from DAT to the Ecrix VXA tape backup
and have been very happy! It is faster and has larger capac-
ity and it has not had any hardware or software problems
during 9 months of use. We still use the Retrospect software
to perform the backups (every night, automatically). I
would definitely recommend this product based on our ex-
perience.

Q: I have got interested with “Time” in GIS’s, or spatial,

database and have read several articles on it in the re-

cent journals. However, I found it is still ambiguous in

my mind. Is there someone who can explain to me what

is the state of the art of spatial-temporal database, I

mean, I want to know, what is the primary issues most

researchers are concerned with.

A: A good overview on the issues involved in temporal da-
tabases can be found in:
Peuquet, D.J. (1997) Time in GIS and geographical
databases. In: Longley, P., M. Goodchild, D. Maguire & D.
Rhind (editors) Geographical information systems: princi-
ples, techniques, management and applications. New York:
J. Wiley & Sons, p.91-103.
On the Web you’ll be able to find the homepage of the re-
search group:
http://www.geog.psu.edu/faculty/donnaP.html
She is working on developing temporal GIS systems.
Hopefully this may help you further.

Q: I’m working in the Hydrographic and Oceano-

graphic Service of the Chilean Navy (SHOA). I’m

responsible of the ENC and Paper Chart Production

workshop. I need to find a specilization course of the

right level for a cartographer. I’d like to know if you

know of a course of this type. We need a course oriented

to nautical cartography for universitary cartographer

with knowledge in traditional cartography, production

of nautical chart in paper and production of electronic

chart (ENC). If you have one, I’d like to know the length

(between one and two years), price of this course and

date to start.

A: Have a look at the Web site of the International Institute
of Aerospace Survey and Earth Sciences ITC in the Nether-
lands http:/www.itc.nl. Their GFM3 course is a 12 month’s

course in cartography leading to a Professional Masters de-
gree. Their GFM2 course is a 1.5 year course leading to a
Master of Science degree. Most students have a profes-
sional background in one of the geosciences and usually go
on a course to further their career and broaden their knowl-
edge.

Their is always a fair amount of people from Latin America,
even Chile! I am not sure of any courses aiming at marine
cartography in particular. However, they are the people to
contact to obtain further information on this. Since ITC is
working closely with the United Nations, the Dutch
Ministry of Foreign Affairs might even support educating
your personnel as they provide grants to students from
developing countries if eligible according to their scheme.

Q: I am wondering if anyone can shed some light on the

subject of pixel size values in raster images. We have

come across a raster tif with a tfw that contains different

x and y pixel size values. They are actually quite close in

value but nonetheless different but in any event, we

would like to know why and how such values would ex-

ist. Considering that a pixel size represents the

relationship between the resolution of the image and the

amount of ground each pixel covers, under what

circumstance would different x and y values be

necessary? Is this a function of a particular projection

or what? If a pixel is a square and a map’s scale is

omni-directional one would think that a pixel represents

the same ground distance in both directions. But then

again, I am just a dumb guy looking for help.

A: There are certainly geographic raster products out there
which have non-square pixels.
One specific example is the ASRP or ADRG military raster
map formats. In these, the original map has been
transformed into the so-called ‘ARC projection’, in which
the pixels are spaced in lat/long arc-seconds. This is so that
all such maps will tessellate without gaps or overlaps.
However, although an arc-second of latitude is of constant
size, an arc-second of longitude decreases as you head from
the equator to the pole. Hence in the ARC system, the world
is chopped into bands, and a pixel size is chosen for each
band with X-size and Y-size in round arc-seconds so as to
make the pixels be about the same size on the ground.

A: We have regularly had occasion to use this feature when
producing large (A0) images to be sent directly to ink jet
plotters such as the Encad Novajet. Although such plotters
operate at a nominal 300 dpi (say) they don’t always match
this precisely and often differ in X and Y, resulting in scale
errors in one or both directions. It is possible to correct for
such distortions by changing the pixel sizes in the file sent to
the plotter. Try plotting a square grid of known separation at
a nominal resolution and then measuring the grid intervals
on the plotted output. You may be surprised at what is actu-
ally plotted!

Q: I have been asked to spec an A3 colour printer. We

currently use a QMS 330 A3 and have had quite a bit of

trouble with it, hence do not want to buy another QMS.

Are there any other A3 colour postscript printers that

anyone can recommend?

A: I don’t know if you were looking at inkjets or lasers, but
we’ve got an Epson 3000 inkjet (which actually prints up to
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A2 - enabling you to print A3 with a bleed). We’ve got both
the PostScript RIP and an Ethernet interface - and we are
very satisfied with it.

A: We have a Hewlett Packard 2500M oversize A3 printer
and use it in both postscript level 3 and non-postscript
formats (much faster) and are very pleased with its
performance. Consumables have come down considerably
in price (c£16 for each colour). I haven’t used it from a Mac
so I don’t know if there would be any problems there. I have
used it via the network and via a parallel port.

A: We have just bought an Epson 1290, which is excellent.
As it’s a six colour printer the quality is far better than any
four colour printer I’ve seen, with no discernable dot pattern
on any colours, and also no visible banding. The quality of
printed photographs is indistinguishable from traditionally
produced photos. It prints up to oversize A3, and also comes
with a roll feeder for producing longer prints if need be. The
maximum print resolution is 2880 x 720 dpi.
As it’s so new I don’t think there is a postscript RIP
available for it yet, but we have been using Acrobat distiller
to convert postscript stuff to PDF which outputs fine.
As it’s an inkjet there is no ethernet interface, but we have
shared it over our network using the USB sharing control
panel on the Mac it’s connected to. It will print happily in
the background from any of our Macs on the network.

A: I have been using the Epson Stylus 1520 which has given
excellent results up to A2. We have just installed an Epson
30000 for network printing to A3 (although capable of A2
not practical), this is working well after a few teething trou-
bles.

A: Epson 1520 is good, but watch out. Although it takes A2
paper (portrait format) it doesn’t plot full width (max
plotting width 335 mm from memory). Still ok for A3+.

Q: I am looking for a detailed postscript map of the US

showing state boundaries, major rivers and main towns.

Does anyone know whether there is a decent map

available to download from the web or available on CD

at a reasonable price?

A: Do you have MAPublisher? If so there is a US map in-
cluded on the CD in mid/mif format which you can quickly
turn into a pdf or other postscript format using
MAPublisher. This file is only the national and state bound-
aries however you can supplement it with all the layers you
need (rivers, cities etc) via free download from
http://www.gisdatadepot.com

A: You can find many detailed themes and download them
from: http://www.nationalatlas.gov/ or purchase them on
CD through links at the site.

Q: A problem which I’m sure has been answered before

but unfortunately I can’t remember the answer …

I have been sent a series of graphs that have been drawn

in Excel but I do not have access to the data. Is it possible

to import, place or open them directly into Adobe

Illustrator and have them fully active so that lines,

symbols, fonts etc can be altered?

A: Save the Excel file as a postscript file (via the Print dia-
log box), then open this file in Illustrator. Its not entirely
satisfactory as lines and symbols are often constructed in
small chunks and can be hard to alter. Also I have found that

in Illustrator you may have to zoom out a long way before
you can see your graph (it sometimes appears in the bottom
left corner at a very small size!).

A: Another technique, similar to that mentioned above. If
you don’t have a print-to-postscript option in your Print Di-
alog Box you can download one of several free
“print-to-pdf” printer definitions from the web. I use one for
the Mac called “Print_to_PDF” from JW Walker. You can
use this technique for exporting graphs, tables, etc from
Word and Excel. For this and other “print-to-pdf” options,
both for Macintosh and Windows. See:
http://www.jwwalker.com/pages/pdf.html
If you are on a Windows machine (this will NOT work on a
Mac), you can select the graph in Excel, copy it, switch to
Illustrator, and paste. The graph will come across intact
(with all the components independently editable) thanks to
the WMF format (similar to Postscript) that Windows uses.
I haven’t tested this technique with complex graphs but it
has worked fine for simple ones.

Q: Currently, I’m in need of a digital world map that

will be used mostly for creating other maps that focus on

various portions of the world for coding with legends. It

must have a cylindrical projection, tangential to the

equator, spanning 180 degrees W to 180 degrees E and

90 degrees N to 90 degrees S. Does anyone know where I

can obtain such a map? What would this type of projec-

tion be called?

A: “Plate carrée” has perhaps the widest currency. It’s also
called an equidistant cylindrical or just a simple cylindrical.

A: Try www.freegis.org & www.gisdatadepot.com.

A: First, check the outline maps and various links found at
http://wolf.its.ilstu.edu/maps/outlines.htm
If none of those meet your needs, check the maps sold by
http://www.map-art.com/

Q: Have a request from a researcher for supplier details

for a lightweight/portable GPS system. No more detail

than that I am afraid. Can anyone please supply details

whom we can contact (preferably UK-based)?

A: GARMIN (Europe) Ltd, Unit 5, The Quadrangle, Abbey
Park Industrial Estate, Romsey, SO51 9AQ is one.
But have a look on the web. There are some good deals. We
bought a Garmin eTrex for under £100.

A: Survey Supplies supply the Trimble range. This in-
cludes the hand-held Geoexplorer III, which includes a
belt-mountable differential correction receiver for greater
accuracy. Details at www.surveysupplies.co.uk or tele-
phone 0845 603 1214.

A: Your colleague may want to read the following news ar-
ticle: TRIMBLE PUTS GPS MAPPING IN YOUR
POCKET. A uniquely designed personal, pocket-sized
Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver for the mapping
and Geographic Information Systems.
http://cma.zdnet.com/texis/TIB/pdisplay.html?docid=PR2
0010427SFF006

A: Have just bought 7 portable Garmin 12 GPS from
Sokkia. Try any of:
Survey Supplies: Martyn Palmer Tel 01519 313161
Leica Geosystems :Nigel Beyford Tel 01908 246269
Sokkia : Chris Little Tel 01293 560400
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Q: I am having trouble getting eps files to import suc-

cessfully into Pagemaker on a pc. I am exporting the eps

file from Freehand 8 as an MS-DOS eps file.

Unfortunately the person I am sending it too is unable to

import it at a sufficiently high resolution. It is printing

out at a low resolution and also in single colour whereas

the colour pdfs I supplied will print out at high res and in

colour. Does anyone have any suggestions? If I supply

pdf files will they be able to write a high res pdf to print

from? I have supplied MS-DOS eps file before to other

clients successfully but as I am remote from the client I

can’t see what the problem is or have access to his com-

puter to see what settings he has set up.

A: It sounds like the printer your client is printing on isn’t
postscript, or if it is he is printing via a non-postscript driver
such HPGL. This means he will be only printing the 1 bit
TIFF preview which is placed in a DOS-EPS file. The
postscript info is still there when he imports into
pagemaker, but his printer can’t see it. Unless he can get
access to a postscript printer you may have to rasterize the
file into a higher resolution TIFF at say, 200 or 300dpi
which will print on his non-postscript printer.

A: Are they printing to a PostScript printer? It sounds as if
only the TIFF preview is being printed, which would
indicate printing to a NON-PostScript printer.

A: I just yesterday had precisely the same problem with a
custom client. What I ended up doing was:
1. converting the linework on the map to a TIFF (via .eps
export from Freehand, as direct rasterization or PDF export
does not recognize textured fills).
2. placing the TIFF in the original file and turning off all the
linework layers.
3. select TIFF and type and export “selected items only” as a
PDF.
Seems to have worked OK.

Q: We have a student interested in studying the develop-

ment of cartography during the First World War. Can

anyone recommend appropriate sources of informa-

tion?

A: Try Michael Heffernan (University of Nottingham), who
is writing on The Cartography of War, 1914-20, in
connection with Volume 6 of the History of Cartography
Project.

Q: I’m hoping someone on the list can direct me towards

significant cartography-related sites, map houses, or

map libraries in China and Japan. I’ll be spending

several months in both countries this summer as part of

a university field research course. My travels will

proceed from Beijing through Xian, Lanzhou,

Repkong, Golmud, to Lhasa (Tibet) and environs.

Afterwards I’ll spend time in Nepal (briefly), southern

China, and Japan.

I’ve gone through the East Asian section of “The

History of Cartography” (edited by Harley &

Woodward) and Yee writes that several 11th-century

stone maps can be found in modern Xian. Other maps

are mentioned but Yee does not give their current loca-

tion. Can anyone help?

A: You may find some info at:
http://www.chinamap.com.cn
http://nfgis.nsdi.gov.cn/
http://202.114.113.240/wwwgis/ (web GIS, may be slow)

but you should know some Zhong Guo Hua (Chinese)
There is a universiy,WTUSM in Wuhan,ZhongGuo(China)
which is famous for its research in Cartography, GIS, and
Photogrammetry.

A: The International Cartographic Association has a con-
ference in Beijing, August 6-10, and it is customary for the
host country to have an exhibit of historical maps. The
website http://www.sbsm.gov.cn/icc2001 is down but I sus-
pect it will be up again in a day or two. Meantime, the
description in the paper edition of the 2nd circular (ICA’s
term for preliminary program, the 1st circular having con-
tained the call for papers and such) reads:
“The exhibition will bring together some maps with ages
from one hundred to thousands years. It will show different
types of maps in different dynasties. They are carefully se-
lected to represent the science and art of maps and
map-making in ancient China. ..."

Q: Does any one have any references to flow mapping?

Also am I right in remembering a utility that was talked

about for generating flow maps?

A: Here’s a useful URL - http://flowmap.geog.uu.nl/

Q: I am trying to track down a map of indigenous peo-

ples of the Arctic. I was wondering if anyone knew of

any up-to-date maps showing this information. I would

be grateful for any suggestions. Even just a book that

may contain a suitable map.

A: If you have a look at: http://arcticcircle.uconn.edu/
and go into GIS/Maps there are lots of links to maps of
indigenous peoples. You will have to fish around and
probably fit information from N.America and Europe/Asia
together but it’s a start. Whether it’s worth the effort will
depend on how much detail you want.

A: For Alaska try:
http://www.kstrom.net/isk/maps/ak/aklinks.html

Q: Does anyone know how to create a coastline vignette

in Freehand 9 on a PC; or is there an add-on already

available?

A: Is it a particular FreeHand v.9 question or, just how to
make vignettes in general? I am still using v.8, so I can tell
you the general story, assuming these operations are still the
same in v.9
- Create new layer under the land mass “vignette”.
- Draw a line that roughly follows the coastline (not too
many points) in the layer “vignette” just inland (colour:
dark blueish)
- Duplicate this line and position this off the coast (colour:
the colour you want for the sea)
- Select both lines
- Window > Extras > Operations
- Use the Blend operation
- In the Inspector, modify the number of steps to smoothen
the vignette.

A: First read up on the Blend command in the manual. Draw
(or use Inset Stroke or Expand Path to create) an offshore
path, and make that a white stroke. (Personally, I’d draw it
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because you probably want it much simpler and smoother
than the shoreline.) Clone your coastline and make that the
appropriate blue stroke. Select one point on each of the two
paths, and use the Blend command. Remember that you can
change both the beginning and ending stroke colours, and
also the number of steps in the Blend.

NB: While this approach can work, I’d like to warn about
one potential problem, especially if the coastline shape
you’re working with is very pointy: blends operate on a
point-to-point correlation, so that the number of points in
one line doesn’t equal the number of points in the other line,
and if there are multiple “pointy bits”, you can end up with
“swoopy” effects as Freehand tries to match things up
purely on the basis of point-to-point equivalencies. This is
why I prefer stacking the same line, blending, and masking.
Alternatively, draw a single simplified line and blend/clone
that, ignoring the original coastline altogether.

A: The various methods described for creating vignettes in
Freehand itself can be quite tricky. It’s often easier to export
the coastline as eps and rasterize in photoshop, select the
coastline and apply a feather to the selection, and adjust the
colour of the sea part accordingly. Then export the result as
a TIFF and place back into Freehand. This can often give
better results, but at the expense of file size.

A: If your landmass is a closed path un-composited shape,
you can clone and blend, ending up with a blended vignette,
the inner part of which is obscured by the fill of the land
mass sitting on top of is. If the water is the “positive” object
instead of the land, you can paste the blend inside the water
shape. We’ve used a similar effect to create a “continental
shelf” illustration, placing a sea-color shape over the
land-side of a blend, giving it one sharp and one soft edge.
The big problem is with composite paths (i.e. coastlines
with is lands) , which cannot be blended. The
Photoshop-based solution is one workaround. Another is to
create an “artificial” blend: Clone the shape with slightly
narrower and differently tinted linework over and over, and
group the stacked results. Tedious, but it does work, and
keeps the filesize down a bit.
A third option is to create the same blends for all the
component objects in the composite path, then ungroup
them all (twice), use the Xtra “Name all colors”, and select
from the bottom by color, grouping as you go (probably to a
new layer), to create a stack.

A: One further way with no blends is to clone and use the in-
set path operation with a negative value so that the inset is
slightly offshore from the “hard” coast line. Change the
color and stroke width for offset path slightly and repeat.
This doesn’t add much to file size, just be careful with the
stacking order or use separate layers. Do the same
operations for islands.

Q: Do you know some GIS related mailing lists in UK

and USA, about Mapinfo/ESRI software, GIS data, etc?

A: Lots of lists here:
http://spatialnews.geocomm.com/community/lists/

Q: Anybody know of a good way to take PDF documents

into Powerpoint? I have tried exporting the PDFs from

Acrobat into EPS format but I loose colour quality. The

only other way I can think of is to convert the PDFs into

JPGs and import into Powerpoint but this method

sacrifices resolution.

A: Not necessarily. It all depends how you produce the jpgs.
You can rasterize the PDF into Photoshop at any resolution
you want and save as jpg. We usually rasterize at 150dpi
with anti-aliasing on, which gives a good screen image in
powerpoint, and is still a high enough resolution to print
from on most desktop printers, without being too large a file
size.

A: Acrobat 5 seems to offer ways in which pdf content can
be exported for use by packages such as Microsoft Word.
You can also edit pdf images natively in Photoshop and Il-
lustrator (so presumably in Freehand too). I haven’t
installed my upgrade yet so cannot supply specific informa-
tion.

A: I have used some software called GhostScript via the
Ghostgum (Australia) interface and it worked extremely
well when transferring text from PDF to text for a databse I
am building. The PDF translator seems to be an offshoot of
the Postscript ‘bits.’ I don’t know how a PDF with lots of
graphics would work.

Q: I have a request from a coleague at the BBC research-

ing for a new series of “Rough Science” (where a group

of mad scientists are castaway on an island and have to

carry out scientific experiments or create something

from the materials that surround them. Not to be

confused with Survivor!) He wants to know what

methods they could use to map their island using only

basic skills, from making their own compass to rough

measurements by any means.

A: The most obvious method is a ‘plane table’ survey. This
is basically a graphical survey where the map is plotted as
the survey proceeds. Most older surveying textbooks cover
the method in great detail. Also many ‘field techniques’
texts in geography, geology or archaeology describe it. I
recommend two books:
Ritchie, Wood, Wright & Tait (1987) Surveying and
mapping for field scientists. Longman ISBN 0 582 30086 X
Pugh (1975) Surveying for field scientists. Methuen ISBN
0 416 075304

A: As a result of this “mapping”, they could name the
various parts of their island using “body-part” names. That
is, they can imagine a human-like body placed in such a way
that it follows the contours of the island. Then, the names of
its body-parts become the names of the areas where they are
located. In cognitive linguistic terms, the body is a
metaphor for that entire geographic area.
The linguists Stan Knowlton and Dan Moonhawk Alford
have described the body of Napi, the creator of the
Blackfoot indians. The names of his body-parts are the
names of places in Alberta, Canada and north Montana. His
head is at Calgary.
I have “reconstructed” similar maps of Hermes in the
middle East and Aphrodite in north Africa. It seems that
Hermes used to live atop Mt. Hermon (now on the
Syrian-Israeli line) before he moved to Mt. Olympus.
Aphrodite now gives her name to the continent of Africa.
Hermes’ CRaNium is in the uKRaiNe, his navel (from
Sanskrit NaBhiLa) reverses to form LeBaNon. It is
probably reversed because NePaL already existed at the
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center of a Bhuddist map. Hermes’ right (Semitic YeMiN)
foot is in YeMeN. Aphrodite’s CRa[n]iuM is reversed in
Mo[n]RoCco. Her NaVel is in NuBia, and her left (Semitic
SMoL) leg is in SoMaLia.
As a general rule, the language community which created
the map places itself at the middle (navel) of the map.
Names are reversed either because they already exist on a
map known to this community or because they are the
names of body parts which should not be pronounced
publicly due to sexual taboos or similar reasons.

Q: Is anyone else out there working on maps for colour

blind users? One of my research interests is mapping for

the visually impaired. To date, I have concentrated upon

tactile maps and clinical colour preferencing for

perceptual visual loss, but I am getting increasing

demands for maps for colour blind users.

Several people have also asked me to formalise my

research into some design guidelines. I am concerned

that there may be others with more authority than I,

working in this area who might have more to offer or

who have already published.

A: This very moment we are working on this subject as
well. We approach this matter from two sides:
1) A fast (and temporarily?) solution: the maps we make for
print are made in black&white also (with some changes) for
Internet. Our testers (colour blind readers of magazines we
work for) say they are happy with this solution. They check
on screen or on a black&white print what they may miss on
a full colour map in the magazine.
2) A programmer of ours is busy working on scripts to
change the colors of the monitor screen as need may be. I.e.
“invisible” red on green will be changed into a color the user
will experience as “visible”. This is not ready yet but looks
very promising.
3) After a lot of experiments we do not believe any more
that design guidelines will serve every user.

A: Have a look at:
Olson, Judy M., and Cynthia A. Brewer, 1997, An Evalua-
tion of Color Selections to Accommodate Map Users with
Color Vision Impairments, Annals of the Association of
American Geographers 87(1): 103-134.

NB: There is a website at:
http://www.essc.psu.edu/~cbrewer/
There is increasing interest in the area given that technol-
ogy makes color adjustment considerably more feasible
than in the past.

A: The Phoenicians used a mapping method over 3000
years ago that was quite meaningful to totally blind users. It
was literally a map without paper. They assigned names to
locations based on the names of parts of the human body.
The body was “mapped” to the area so that simply knowing
the Phoenician name for the area enabled one to know ap-
proximately where it was in relation to other areas (body
parts) of the same map. In English, one would call this “the
lay of the land”, that is, how the body is configured on the
ground.

Q: In Illustrator is there some way to globally join a set

of adjacent paths (for example, reaches of a river)? In

Freehand this could be done by selecting all the paths,

and then using the “Join” command. However,

Illustrator’s “Join” command works based on two

endpoints being selected - and thus seems to be much

less efficient for “cleaning up” imported linework. I

wonder if there’s some trick that I’m missing, or maybe

a plug-in that would do this.

A: “Concatenate” is a plug-in by Rick Johnson that easily
joins paths. Might be what you’re looking for. It has saved
me many hours, all for $20. Mac only.
http://personalpages.tds.net/~graffix/software/plugins.htm
l#concatenate

A: If you have MAPublisher you can use the join arcs com-
mand which will automatically join line features based
upon a common attribute value.

A: Joining paths in Illustrator is not really usefull as a
clean-up, but a possible work-around when starting a new
graphic: start out with a single line, choose ‘ouline stroke’
or ‘offset path’ and erase middle line...

Q: Anyone know how to easily and cheaply convert

Freehand/Illustrator files for use in Autocad (vector in-

tact)?

A: try looking at Cadpublisher....
http://www.jwgraphics.com.au
This software is designed to go from CAD to DTP packages
including Freehand. Alternatively try Map Publisher ... that
definitely does work.

A: You could do this using MAPublisher. You can export
the drawing, complete with its real world co-ordinate
system (e.g. National Grid) plus any attributes like feature
codes or names, to the MapInfo Mif/Mid or ArcView Shape
formats. AutoCad should be able to read either of these. The
advanatge over DXF is preserving the proper co-ordinate
system and keeping any attributes you may have built-up.

A: For $99 you can get DXF Export v.2 For Adobe Illustra-
tor (v8.0) PC or Mac DXF files can be exported for any of
the following AutoCAD releases: R2000, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10
or 9. Available from KANDU at:
http://www.kandusoftware.com/products/macintosh/dxfe
xportaipi.html
Where you can also download a Demo version.

Q: Where in Great Britain are you furthest from the

coast?

A: Don’t know the location, but I do know there’s nowhere
more than 90 miles from shore, referenced by numerous sea
songs and poems. (e.g. the song “Legend” by Tom Lewis:
“Never cast your anchor less than 90 miles from
shore/There’ll always be temptation to go out to sea once
more..."
Actually, wouldn’t it depend on how far upriver you
consider certain estuaries to be “ocean?” Based on some
very rough ESRI data, it seems to be somewhere around
Northampton, but the distance there is more like 120 miles,
so I’m sure I don’t have a full official coastline.
An easy way to find out with better data is to place it in a
program that lets you adjust line weight, and keep blowing
up the line weight until you have one pinpoint left. That
should be your “furthest inland" point.

Q: My twelve year old son has to do a report on cartog-

raphers, and we need to find out an estimate of the
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number of professional cartographers in the world (a

rough estimate will be enough).

A: I remember from my Oxford Poly days that Roger Anson
mentioned about 5,000 in the UK - which seems about right
given that combined SoC and BCS membership must
approach 1,000 and many individual ‘institutional’
cartographers - OS, UKHO, MoD aren’t included. Of
course, if you include all those graphic designers and GIS
operatives who “think” they are cartographers the number
is considerably higher! Let’s say it averages out that 50
countries worldwide have a UK-sized cartographic
community, so would have thought 250,000 isn’t too far off
the mark.

Miscellaneous transactions

There have been many other postings, including: job
opportunities, and many software announcements - some of
which are included later in this column.

To subscribe to CARTO-SoC:

send Email to: listproc@sheffield.ac.uk
with the message subscribe carto-soc 'your
full name' in the body of the mail.

(For instance, if you were Gerardus Mercator, and
wished to subscribe, you would send the message sub-
scribe carto-soc Gerardus Mercator to the
address: listproc@sheffield.ac.uk).

To send a message to CARTO-SoC:

send Email to: carto-soc@sheffield.ac.uk.

You need to have first subscribed to CARTO-SoC to
send messages.

If your WWW browser is set up with your correct
Email address, simply type subscribe carto-soc
'your full name' in the box, and send the message.

ARCHIVE

Transactions are archived on the SoC website. Go to
the URL below and you are able to trace the threads of pre-
vious discussions. The illustration shows the first few
threads from Oct 2001.
http://www.soc.org.uk/cartosoc/index.html

Second Land Utilisation Survey of
Britain

Note that all published land use maps and original field
maps are now stored in Dulwich. Orders and requests for
consultation facilities should be sent to Professor Alice
Coleman, 19 Giles Coppice, Dulwich Wood Park, London,
SE19 1XF.

Types of information available

Published Maps at the scale of 1:25,000 cover 15% of
England and Wales for the 1960s. Each map covers 200 sq
km and details 70 land use categories in eleven colours. The
maps are priced at 4 pounds each, or at a discount rate of 2
pounds 50p each for orders of ten or more copies of the
SAME sheet.

Original Field Sheets of the 1960s survey at the scale of
1:10,000 cover the whole of England and Wales, and can be
consulted by appointment at Giles Coppice. A consultation
fee of 15 pounds covers four maps and extra maps may be
consulted at 3 pounds per map. Educational staff and stu-
dents qualify for a concessionary rate of 3 pounds for up to
eight maps, plus 1 pound per additional map. Field maps for
the 1970s are also available for Buckinghamshire ,
Merseyside and Surrey.

Field Mapping Manual. The Survey handbook used for
the 1960s mapping is out of print, and has been replaced by
a more detailed manual, explaining the land use categories
and the mapping methods. Price 3 pounds.

Index Sheet of the published 1:25,000 land use sheets.
Price 1 pound.

Scapes and Fringes of England and Wales. A two-sheet
wall map at 1:400,000 scale, summarising land use in the
1960s in five categories of use pattern: townscape, rurban
[sic] fringe, farmscape, marginal fringe and wildscape, to-
gether with a 98-page book explaining the method of
classification and the distribution of the territories. Price 30
pounds.

Placing your order

Please use your official order form. If you have none,
please pay with the order. If you are uncertain of your exact
requirements or have other queries, please enquire by tele-
phone: 0181 244 6733.

Please make cheques payable to The Second Land Uti-
lisation Survey. Send your cheque to Professor Alice
Coleman at 19 Giles Coppice, Dulwich Wood Park, Lon-
don, SE19 1XF.

She has acquired an additional property to help house
it, so there are now TWO phone nos., and it is important to
try both for enquiries about buying maps or other publica-
tions, or access to the unpublished field sheets:
020 8244 6733 or 6739

From a email circular
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New CD-ROM Atlas of Russia - all
oblasts, krays, and republics

Hamilton Global Management Ltd have recently ac-
quired a new, unique CD-ROM atlas of the Russian
Federation. The atlas displays highly detailed maps of all
oblasts, krays, and republics.

Visible details include cities, towns, and villages;
roads and highways; pipelines; power lines; railroads; ca-
nals; forests; bodies of water; mountains; much more.
Population figures are also shown for most populated
places. Additional details are available for many map ob-
jects - e.g., road coverings, route names, as well as
specifics about bodies of water and forest cover.

Map scales range from 1:200000 to 1:1000000. All
the maps show longitude and latitude for any location or
object. The atlas uses vector maps based on WGS-84 and
Krasovsky systems.

You are invited to see sample maps and to get addi-
tional information at the web site:
http://www.mdres.com/AtlasCatalog/

The CD-ROM atlas is in stock and available for im-
mediate shipment from the USA. It is priced at $165.00 US
+ $6.00 shipping and handling.

Email: mktg@mdres.com

From an electronic press release

Cartographic Treasures of the Newberry
Library

What makes a map timeless? Is it rarity, age, or beauty?

Is it historical importance? Is it accuracy of depiction

and usability?

On October 10, 2001 through January 19, 2002, the
Newberry Library will mount an extraordinary exhibit,
“Cartographic Treasures of the Newberry Library,” that ad-
dresses the question “What is a map treasure?” Drawing
from the Newberry’s world-renowned collection of over
300,000 maps, the exhibit features 80 selections drawn
from each of the Newberry’s major collections, including
several important recent acquisitions. The maps are di-
vided into six sections, which represent the fundamental
ways that maps have been used throughout the centuries:

“Grasping the World” includes several landmarks of
early atlas-making, innovative world maps, pedagogical
maps, and globes and games that reflect the human desire to
comprehend the world and give it meaningful form.

“Conquering Distances” relates how maps have
brought people together by assisting in the development
and use of transportation networks.

“Inventing the Nation” examines how maps and atlases
have been employed to support European and American na-

tion-building as tools of government, colonization, and po-
litical propaganda.

“Contesting Places” illustrates how maps have been
used as tools of warfare, negotiation, and commemoration
throughout history.

“Celebrating the City” reflects on how maps and views
capture the essence of urban geography, architecture, and
social life.

“Plotting the Countryside” demonstrates the various
ways in which maps served in the land division, settlement,
and rural landscape designs.

The exhibit concludes with the message that, above all,
maps are treasured because they answer the universal hu-
man need to comprehend and function in the world around
them.

“Cartographic Treasures is an item-driven exhibit-a
sweeping display of the breadth and significance of the
Newberry’s map collections and our most recent acquisi-
tions,” said Jim Akerman, curator and director of the
Newberry’s Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History
of Cartography.

Maps are more than a diagram of how to get from here
to there. They are a reflection of the time and place they
were created and the people they directed. They are art, his-
tory, politics, and discovery drawn in symbols, rather than
written in words. Maps tell history as much as they depict it.

Contact Erika Kneen at this address or call (312)
255-3553.

http://www.newberry.org/nl/smith/L3rsmith.html

IMap 1.0

The Laboratory of Plant Semantics at Belgium’s K.U.
Leuven has released iMap 1.0, a powerful new free applica-
tion for mapping large amounts of latitude and longitude
data (eg biological specimen data, exported from databases,
such as MacTaxon).

iMap, which
will also be available
as a native Mac OS X
application, comes
with a “plethora” of
ready-to-use maps or
they can be down-
loaded from the
Internet, exported
from GIS software or
scanned. The appli-
cation can also create
a QuickTime movie
from a sequence of
maps in order to trace the vegetation history of a certain
area. [4.9 MB download]

More details from the iMAP web site at:

http://www.kuleuven.ac.be/bio/sys/imap/
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Macromedia Online Store UK now open

You can now purchase in Pound Sterling and find all
your Macromedia products for immediate download or
shipment. Get a free Macromedia CD case when you pur-
chase and download any Macromedia software and add the
CD and manual to your order.

A Complete Solution

¤ Pay in Pound Sterling (Visa and MasterCard).

¤ Download and get started immediately - order the op-
tional CD and manual set in one click

¤ Track your complete online purchase history.

¤ Purchase European Priority Access Support and
theEuropean Developer Support Network.

For online Macromedia technical support notes, visit:
http://www.macromedia.com/uk/support/

To contact Customer Service, send an e-mail message to:
Storemanager_uk@macromedia.com

Visit: http://www.macromedia.com/uk/store/

OmniPage Pro 11 Sets New Standard for
Digital Document Productivity

ScanSoft has released OmniPage Pro® 11, the next
generation in optical character recognition (OCR) technol-
ogy - extending the use of OCR to convert PDF files into
documents that can be edited.

OmniPage Pro 11 is the first OCR product developed
from the combined imaging technology and expertise of
both ScanSoft and Caere, resulting from ScanSoft’s acqui-
sition of Caere in March 2000. The company now draws
upon unrivaled technology resources in image processing
and recognition technologies, producing ScanSoft’s most
accurate and technically sophisticated product ever.
OmniPage Pro 11 converts all types of paper-based docu-
ments into the users’ preferred office applications so they
can edit, archive and share information without retyping.
To better serve the global market, OmniPage Pro 11 now
supports the recognition of 114 languages and is up to 40%
more accurate, providing a much wider market opportunity
for this paper-to-digital technology.

The most groundbreaking new function added to
OmniPage Pro 11 is the ability to convert PDF documents
that contain text, tables and graphics into fully formatted
documents users can edit. This new capability extends the
use of OCR software beyond traditional scanning. Now,
customers can use OmniPage Pro 11 as the productivity tool
to unlock and repurpose information held within PDF and
other image files.

OCR technology is being widely adopted as a tool to
increase productivity. It saves time and expense by reduc-
ing the tedious efforts of recreating documents that are in
paper form or read-only image files. This acceptance is evi-
denced by Microsoft’s integration of a basic version of

ScanSoft’s OCR technology in the new Office Document
Imaging (ODI) application within Office XP. The
Microsoft implementation enables users to index their
scanned documents and output unformatted text to MS
Word only. To enable the formatting, PDF functionality,
output options and productivity features found only in
OmniPage Pro 11, Microsoft has included an upgrade but-
ton for direct purchase.

OmniPage Pro 11 Features and Benefits

OmniPage Pro 11 is the culmination of almost three de-
cades of innovation, and gives users the ability to do things
they could never do before. Major advances include:

¤ Up to 40% increase in accuracy - ScanSoft has ad
vanced its technology to ensure users do not have to
spend time editing the recognised documents. Tech-
nologies from three OCR engines are integrated to
provide the most accurate product to date.

¤ Convert PDF into editable files - In one easy step,
OmniPage Pro 11 allows users to convert PDF files
into their favourite program files such as MS Word,
Excel and HTML. OmniPage Pro 11 retains all PDF
page formatting, even complex files with text, graph-
ics and columns.

¤ Create a PDF file - Users who want to convert pa-
per-based documents intosearchable PDF files can do
it quickly and easily with a single click of a button.
Four types of PDF files are supported: PDF Normal,
PDF with image substitutes, PDF image on text and
PDF Image only.

¤ IntelliTrain proofing - This new feature makes
post-OCR editing automatic. When the user corrects
an unrecognised letter, the software automatically
makes all the subsequent corrections saving valuable
proofing time.

¤ Colour recognition and retention - In addition to con-
verting the colour pictures found in previous
versions, OmniPage Pro 11 will recognise and retain
the colour text on a page, as well as background
colours.

¤ Despeckle module - Degraded faxes and copies were
once a challenge for OCR software, now with
OmniPage Pro 11’s Despeckle Module these types of
documents are recognised with significantly im-
proved accuracy. In some cases OmniPage Pro 11
recognises documents that were previously unrecog-
nisable.

¤ Improved table recognition - Maintains alignment
and cell styles of spreadsheets and tables - even
non-gridded tables, easily turning them into spread-
sheets or other documents.

¤ Web page creation - OmniPage Pro 11’s improved
HTML document formatting now allows users to
maintain all document formatting when posting
pages directly to Web sites.

¤ 114 recognition languages - OmniPage Pro 11 ex-
pands the OmniPage family’s language capability
from 14 to 114, including those using Latin, Greek
and Cyrillic alphabets.

¤ Voice read back in multiple languages - The feature
that was met with tremendous success in the previous
version of OmniPage Pro 11, now reads text back out
loud in most European languages.

¤ Office XP integration - OmniPage Pro 11 seamlessly
integrates into all versions of MS Office including Of-
fice XP. With AutoOCR, users can operate
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OmniPage Pro 11 directly from within MS Word, Ex-
cel and FrontPage.

Pricing and availability

Available immediately, the recommended retail price
of OmniPage Pro 11 is £434.74 inclusive of VAT. An up-
grade version is available for previous owners of ScanSoft
OCR products for £99.99 inclusive of VAT. OmniPage Pro
11 will be widely available through all ScanSoft retail and
e-tail partners, including PC World, Tempo, John Lewis,
Jungle.com, Amazon.com and Action.com.

ScanSoft can be found on the Web at: www.scansoft.com

Safe Software Adds ESRI Geodatabase
Support

Safe Software, the industry leader in spatial data trans-
lation solutions, has announced that it has added support for
ESRI’s geodatabase data format. This solution enables data
to be loaded into a geodatabase from over 80 different data
formats supported by Safe’s FME products, and also en-
ables data held in a geodatabase to be exported in any of
these data formats. The geodatabase support is available
with Safe’s Feature Manipulation Engine (FME®), FME
Objects and SpatialDirect® solutions.

More About Geodatabase Support

The geodatabase support is built on top of ESRI’s
COM interface, enabling data to be read from or written to a
geodatabase interface regardless of how the data is stored.
A free evaluation of FME with geodatabase support can be
downloaded at www.safe.com.

More About FME and FME Objects

FME is spatial data translation software providing
interoperability between many GIS, CAD and database sys-
tems from vendors like ESRI, Oracle and others. FME’s
data processing environment enables users to perform
many functions with their data including translation, trans-
formation, integration, distribution, manipulation,
validation, and reclamation. FME Objects is a solution that
enables any functionality available in FME to be embedded
into a third party spatial application. The key benefit is that
this allows users of the application to directly read and write
data in many different formats and coordinate systems.

More About SpatialDirect

SpatialDirect is a web-based data delivery system that
enables web-mapping applications to be used to retrieve
data in user-selectable GIS
and CAD data formats and
coordinate systems.
SpatialDirect can be used
as standalone solution, or
as a plugin to web mapping
systems such as ArcIMS.

Visit www.safe.com for more information.

MAPublisher users surveys

Two special surveys have been created to enable
Avenza to learn more about how you use, or would like to
use their products, and what you want from future releases.
Help them serve you better by taking the survey that suits
you and earn savings on your future purchases from
Avenza.

Avenza recognize that your time is very precious and
important and that it may take several minutes to complete
all the questions they will be providing each person who
submits a survey with a coupon good for money off any
Avenza purchase through December, 2002.

This is your voice to the people at Avenza who have the
power to listen to your comments and implement your sug-
gestions so please take a few moments and help them help
you.

For more information and to enter the survey gateway go to:
http://www.avenza.com/

Lie of the Land: The Secret Life of Maps

Free exhibition, with accompanying events
programme, in the Pearson Gallery, British Library, 96
Euston Road, London NW1 2DB [next to St Pancras Sta-
tion]

27 July 2001 to 7 April 2002

“What we see on a map is rarely the same as
the land under our feet. Some maps deliber-
ately set out to deceive. Many show a
selective view and reflect only the interests
of the people who made them. Stunning
maps from ancient to modern reveal a secret
world for you to discover. In every case
there is more than meets the eye..."

Admission is free.
The exhibition hours are:-
Monday; Wednesday to Friday 9.30 - 18.00
Tuesday (evening opening) 9.30 - 20.00
Saturday 9.30 - 17.00
Sunday and Bank Holiday Monday 11.00 - 17.00
[See the website for other closure periods]

The website will contain both information and a virtual tour
of the exhibition). The exhibition will be accompanied by a
series of talks. No catalogue or leaflet is available but it is
possible that something may be produced in due course.

Please check the website again later on: http://www.bl.uk/
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ER Mapper WebServer release 1.6

ER Mapper has announced the latest release of Image
WebServer, release 1.6 which now offers seamless integra-
tion of imagery and Web based GIS data for ArcIMS and
MapObjects IMS developers.

Image Web Server is offered to UK Academic institu-
tions at special CHEST pricing - for full details of the
Agreement go to: ht tp: / /www.chest .ac.uk/soft-
ware/ermapper/

For full details see: http://www.earthetc.com/

Cad Publisher 1.8.118

Cad Publisher version 1.8.118 is now available. Cad
Publisher bridges the gap between CAD and Publishing by
giving you tools to produce high quality pre-rendered vec-
tor art from CAD DXF files as PostScript, Adobe
Illustrator, Acrobat PDF, EPS, WMF and EMF files in
monochrome, color and color separations. Output files can
be opened and edited or placed in virtually any graphics and
DTP application such as Acrobat, Quark, Pagemaker, Illus-
trator, Corel, Freehand, Word, Photoshop, In Design etc.
And can be printed to virtually any printer, PostScript and
non-PostScript.

Cad Publisher starts with the Free Level 0 version
through to the production factory of Level 4.

The latest release improves the handling of CAD Lay-
outs and Paper Space for scaling and positioning, input font
encoding, entity handling and other changes all of the detail
is at web site.

Check out web site to see how you can download the
latest Free Version, or to upgrade an existing version.

http://www.jwgraphics.com.au

Free ECW plugin for ArcGIS 8.1

Free ECW plugin for ArcGIS 8.1 now shipping; in-
cludes free 500 MB ECW Compressor. Earth Resource
Mapping is pleased to announce that the free ECW plugin
for the ArcGIS 8.1 family of products (ArcInfo 8.1,
ArcView 8.1, ArcEditor 8.1, etc) is now available. This and
many other ECW plugins can be downloaded from
www.ermapper.com/downloads for free. The free ECW
plugin for ArcGIS 8.1 enables you to view ECW images of
any size.

The plugin also includes the latest version of the free
ECW Compressor enabling you to compress images up to
500MB in size. Larger images can be compressed using ER
Mapper.

¤ The ECW plugin for ArcGIS offers numerous fea-
tures: - Very fast viewing of compressed imagery.
ECW is much faster than other large image compres-
sion formats.

¤ Free 500MB (not 50MB) compressor - large enough
to compress images of a usable size - for free. Use ER
Mapper to seamlessly mosaic, color balance and
compress even larger images.

¤ Widespread acceptance - native support or free
plugins for ECW is available for many popular GIS,
CAD, office and imagery applications.

Many data vendors also offer data directly in the ECW
format. To download the free ECW plugin for ArcGIS 8.1,
visit:
http://www.ermapper.com/downloads.

There are two versions of the ECW plugin for ESRI
products; one for ArcView 3.x, and this new plugin for the
ArcGIS 8.1 family. The patented ECW compression tech-
nology is fast becoming the spatial industry standard for
wavelet-based imagery compression. ECW provides up to
100:1 multiband compression at speeds up to 50% faster
than its closest competitor. The ECW format also provides
viewing that is 300% faster than any other wavelet-based
compression format,
thus adding the ability
to efficiently deal with
gigabyte sized image
files.

To learn more about ECW imagery and the entire suite of Earth
Resource Mapping imagery solut ions, vis i t
http://www.ermapper.com and the home of the Image Web Server,
http://www.EarthEtc.com.

eXQte and N1K service: map-server.com

Map-server.com is a service that allows customers to
publish their maps online with features such as panning and
zooming to predefined zoom-levels. Since the display of
the maps is handled by server-side PHP, the client does not
need any plug-in. A browser capable of showing images is
all that’s required. It’s a low-tech solution that comes at a
very interesting price.

Customers send their maps to eXQte, where they will
be processed and prepared for the online viewing. After the
maps have been uploaded to the server, the customers are
supplied with a URL they can use to view the maps, even
from within the framesets of their own website. Since the
maps are physically located on eXQte’s server, there is no
increase in data traffic of the customer’s website.

In addition, this is a flat-fee service. eXQte provides
this service for a fixed, monthly fee. There are no extra
charges for data traffic or hits. There is also no setup fee.

For more information, and a fully functional demo, please
visit

http://www.map-server.com
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New functions for UKBORDERS

Geospatial experts Laser-Scan are working with Edin-
burgh Data and Information Access (EDINA) of the
Edinburgh University Data Library (EUDL), to add new
functions to its UKBORDERS™ web service.

UKBORDERS™ is a web-based service that allows
users to extract digitised boundaries of the UK, and transfer
the data across the Internet in a format suitable for use in
their own computing environment. Lecturers, researchers
and students in the UK Higher Education Community can
then use this Economic and Social Research Council
(ESRC) funded resource, in their work. EDINA has re-
cently been awarded the contract to be the geographical
support unit for the ESRC 2001 census program.

Since January 2001 the UKBORDERS™ service has
also been available to UK Further Education students; it is
estimated by the Joint Information Systems Committee
(JISC) that this could boost the future user community to
five times its current size. Following the work with La-
ser-Scan, UKBORDERS™ will be able to deal effectively
with this projected increase in users.

Laser-Scan’s Gothic environment will also offer a
greater range of output formats, including SVG (Scaleable
Vector Graphics), GML (Geography Markup Language)
and a number of raster formats. These will be exported us-
ing Safe Software’s Feature Manipulation Engine (FME).

A major advantage of using Laser-Scan’s Gothic envi-
ronment will be to enable the UKBORDERS™ service to
integrate with the highly successful EDINA Digimap™
service (also powered by Laser-Scan), allowing the re-
quested boundary data to be served as an overlay to the
Digimap output.

From an electronic press release

Corel GRAPHICS SUITE 10 For
Macintosh Now Available

Visitors to Seybold San Francisco saw the launch of
Corel(R) GRAPHICS SUITE 10 for Macintosh(R).
Designed to run on Mac(R) OS X, Corel GRAPHICS
SUITE 10 also runs on Mac OS 8.6 to 9.2.

What will you make of it? Bring inspiration to life with
Corel GRAPHICS SUITE 10, intuitive and powerful
software specifically designed for Mac OS X. With
innovative drawing tools, image-editing features and vector
animation software, you get everything you need for your
creative work in one comprehensive suite. Interactive tools
put you in control of the design process, Web publishing
features add flair to your Web sites and built-in PDF output
allows you to publish faster.

Corel GRAPHICS SUITE 10 for Macintosh is avail-
able now from the Corel(R) Store at:

http://www3.corel.com/cgi-bin/gx.cgi/AppLogic+FTContentSer
ver?pagename=CorelStore/StoreFront

MP gains insight into the future of
mapping technology in central
government

During a recent visit to the Cambridge Science Park the
city’s MP Anne Campbell was given a guided tour of map-
ping technology which is contributing to a Modernising
Government initiative.

The Science Park’s longest-standing residents La-
ser-Scan invi ted Mrs Campbel l to see how a
Cambridge-based company is making a difference at the
heart of central government.

Mrs Campbell saw a demonstration of the National
Land Information Service (NLIS) which is intended to
transform the way residents of England and Wales buy and
sell property. Part of the service is provided by Laser-Scan
technology which enables property professionals to outline
an area of interest on a dedicated website; the site links vari-
ous sources of information which were previously held in
unconnected locations, improving turnaround times for
property transactions.

Mrs Campbell was shown the versatility of La-
ser-Scan’s technology when she was taken for a drive
around Cambridge guided by the traffic and navigation ser-
vice from YEOMAN, Laser-Scan’s parent company.
YEOMAN’s system delivers driving directions via voice to
a mobile phone as they are needed. YEOMAN’s demon-
stration of turn-by-turn navigation to a mobile phone is a
world first; the service is underpinned by Laser-Scan’s
leange Alternative Investment Market (AIM).

How do turn-by-turn driving instructions actually

work?

Using one of the new GPS phones (or a conventional
mobile phone in a GPS-enabled vehicle) the user dials into a
call centre number. The operator identifies the caller’s loca-
tion and establishes his/her destination by means of a
‘directory enquiries’ style dialogue. The destination can be
a private residential address, a physical location or point of
interest (e.g. a railway station or restaurant). The address
and the current vehicle location are passed to the central
server to calculate the optimal route, which is then pro-
cessed as driving instructions and spoken to the user via
his/her mobile phone. The server
is able to track the movement of
the user’s vehicle and can there-
fore issue instructions at exactly
the right time, just like a human
navigator. It also knows if the ve-
hicle has left the intended route
and needs re-routing.

http://www.laser-scan.com

For more information please contact
Lisa May.
Tel: +44 (0)1223 420414
Fax : +44 (0)1223 420044
Email : lisam@lsl.co.uk
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